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Interrelated Performance Measures, Interactive Effort,
and Optimal Incentives

ABSTRACT:

This paper investigates ho w ( 1 ) links betw een strategic performance measures and (2)

substitute and complementary characteristics of the agent’s efforts affect the principal’s use of performance
measures in the agent’s compensation contract. Increasing evidence indicates that firms use a business model
or balanced scorecard app r o ach for internal performance measurement, highlighting the links betw een
performance measures and a “path” for improved per f o r m an c e.

How ever, w e know relatively little about

w hy there exists wide variation in, and sometimes the absence of , in centive systems based on the business
model approach.

Using principal-agen t an aly sis, we show that the directional impact of changes in

performance measure interrelations on in c en tiv e w eights depends on the relationship betw een the agent’s
tasks (i.e., substitute or complementary). For exam p le, increases in performance measure interrelations do
not necessarily require higher incentive w eights on more sensitive and precise performance measures.
Rather, if efforts are substitutes, the costs of effort are relatively higher, requiring the principal to induce
low er levels of total effort by offering lo w er incentives. We also show that differences in the combination
of performance measure interrelations and effort interactions affect profits in distinctly different w ays. When
efforts are substitutes for one another, increases in the sensitivities of profit to the other performance metrics,
and thus to effort, may actually lead to low er profits.

Keywords: principal-agent theory, incentive compensation, balanced scorecard
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1. Introduction
In this paper, w e examine how the relatio ns between both performance measures and tasks affect
incentive contracts offered to employees. Managers typically use a set of performance measures to evaluate
the effectiveness and efficiency of their business operations. These measures includ e b o th financial and
non-financial measures and typically relate to one another in a causal manner, w hich aims to reflect a firm’s
business model. Kaplan and Norton (2001a) define this approach as a Balanced Scorecard. Kaplan and
Nor to n ( 1 9 96) claim that benefits exist for firms that better understand both the links betw een key
performance measures and managers’ ability to influence the realizations of these measures.
This business m o d el approach to performance measurement focuses on the causal links betw een
managerial actions, intermediate performance measures, and overall firm performance (Ittner and Larcker,
1998b).

T h is h as at least tw o contracting implications. First, contractible performance measures such as

customer satisfaction and profit may be functio n ally r elated. Accordingly, in order to place contracting
w eights on these measures, contract designers must calibrate the w eights for the interrelationships. Second,
unobservable worker tasks such as customer serv ic e an d employee training may interact.

If contract

designers use performance measures to induce related tasks, then they must also consider such interactions
in their contract w eight choices.
Interactive efforts (i.e., interacting tasks) can take the form of either complements or substitutes. If two
types of effort are complements (substitutes ) f o r o n e an o ther, then the execution of one task impacts the
employee’s cost to perform the second task. In this case, the employee’s marginal cost of effort decreases
(increases), relative to her marginal cost of effort had the tw o tasks been unrelated .

F o r ex ample, a retail

manager may focus efforts on both store organizatio n and customer satisfaction. How ever, investing more
effort into the organization and cleanliness of the stores may result in the c ustomer requiring less help
locating products and thus, enhance the customers’ experience (i.e., the tasks are complements). Thus, due
to the synergy betw een the tasks, the employee’s marginal cost of customer satisfaction effort w ill decline.
This low er marginal cost of effort translates into a low er w age paid to the agent.
Conversely, w hen tw o tasks are substitutes, an employee’s performance of one task results in a higher
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marginal cost to perform the other task. Suppose that the employee is now responsible for training new
employees, in ad d itio n to organizing the store and ensuring that customers are satisfied. The employee,
how ever, may find it difficult to sw itch betw een teac h in g colleagues and helping customers; therefore the
marginal cost of helping customers w ill be higher. Thus, these efforts are substitutes for one another, despite
the fact that well-tr ained employees may eventually lead to satisfied customers (i.e., the performance
measures are interrelated).
If a business model approach is adopted for contracting purposes, a difficult and important issue is how
one should acc o u nt for the net effect of performance measure interrelations and effort interactions w hen
formulating the compensation contract. Incentive contracts based on internal performance measurement vary
w idely in practice (Kaplan and Norton, 2001b), and, in some cases, are absent despite th e p o p u larity of
business model approaches such as the Balanced Scorecard for decision-making.
On the one hand, companies such as Sears detail the links betw een employee satisfactio n , c u stomer
satisfaction, and profitability, and explicitly incorporate these measures into their employees’ incentive
contracts (Rucci, Kirn and Quinn, 1998). 1 On the other hand, Ittner, Larcker and Meyer (2003) provide
evidence of incentive contracting w eights based on a Balanced Scorecard implementation that w as ultimately
abandoned. 2 On balance, the empirical evidence is consistent with the view that incorporating a business
model approach into incentive contracting is difficult and problematic.

While standard principal-agent

insights can explain some of the em p ir ic al phenomena, existing theory does not address the specific issues
related to performance measure interrelation and effort inter ac tio n implied by the business model approach.
This paper investigates the manner in w hich ( 1) th e links between strategic performance measures and
(2) the s u b stitute and complementary characteristics of the agent’s tasks affect the principal’s use of these
measures in the agent’s compensation contract. We model performance measure interrelationships and effort
interactions using a principal-agent model that assumes linear compensation contracts, a negative exponential

1

In particular, Sears found that a 5-unit increase in employee attitude linked to a 1.3 unit increase in customer impression and
ultimately translated into a 0.5% positive growth in revenues (Rucci, Kirn and Quinn, 1998).
2

Further evidence on the use of the balanced scorecard is provided by Speckbacher, Bischof and Pfeiffer (2003).
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utility function, and normally distributed error terms.

The results indicate that the demand for multiple

performance m easures relates to the relative magnitudes of both the interrelationships betw een performance
measures and the synergies betw een different efforts. We derive conditions under which measures that are
more sensitive receive less emphasis for contracting, and less precise measures receiv e m o re contracting
emphasis. T h e f ir m ’ s contract designer must weigh the benefits from the availability of more precise and
sensitive performance measures against any incremental costs ass o c iated w ith interactive effort and
interrelated performance measures.
More importantly, the w ay in w hich the incentive contract trades off the costs and benefits derived from
performance measure interrelation an d effort interaction affects the resulting profits of the firm. We show
that if efforts are complementary, higher (low er) performance measure in terrelations increase (reduce) firm
profits. Further, under certain conditions concerning the relative magnitudes of the effort and perfo r mance
measure interaction, if effort is s u bstitutable, higher (low er) performance measure interrelations actually
reduce (increase) firm profits. When tasks relate to one another, inducing bo th tas k s affects the firm’s
expected compensation costs. Additionally, using more sensitive and precise measures may reduce the risk
premium payable by the principal. The firm must w eigh the net impact of these effects in order to determine
the “optimal” contract to offer its employees.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follo w s .

S ec tion 2 develops the basic analytical model.

Section 3 analyzes the contract offered to the agent, and Section 4 analyzes the effect of the interrelationships
on firm profits. Section 5 summarizes the results, describes areas of future research, and concludes the study.

2. Basic Model
Consider a risk-neutral principal (e.g., an ow ner) w ho hires a risk - an d effort-averse agent (e.g., an
employee). The agent performs two interrelated tasks. Her effort affects firm profit but is unobservable to
th e p r incipal. The principal observes firm profit along w ith two intermediate performance measures at th e
end of the period. These measures hierarchically relate to one another; each measure’s outcome affects the

4

next measure’s results. 3 One interpretation of “hierarchically related performance m easures” corresponds
to the performance measures an d the links betw een these measures as portrayed in both the Balanced
Scorecard and the business model approach to internal p er f o r mance measurement. 4 Accordingly, w e label
the measures accounting profit, a customer measure, and an internal measure ( x, yc , yi, respectively). 5 For
eas e o f presentation, Figure 1 presents a pictorial view of the key relationships in the model. 6 We refer to
these relationships in the follow ing discussion.
----- Insert Figure 1 About Here. ----The firm’s accounting profit, x, is directly affected by the customer measure, yc. Because the agent’s effort
and the internal measure, yi, affect the customer measure, these variables indirectly impact accounting profit.
In a retail setting, customer-related effort, ac , includes helping customers find products and offering adequate
service to customers. Examples of internal-oriented effort, a i, include time spent organizing the s h elv es in
the store or training other employees. Firm accounting profit is defined as 7
x ' x % âxc yc % gx , w here gx ~ N(0,ó x 2).

(1)

Accounting profit, (1), is indirectly impacted by the agent’s effort. 8 The parameter â x c reflects the relation

3

In addition to the Sears case, recent research provides empirical support for this assumption. Ittner and Larcker (1998a)
highlight a linear relationship between non-financial measures and stock price; Banker, Potter and Srinivasan (2000), Nagar
and Rajan (2005), and Chen (2006) document a link between current non-financial and future non-financial and financial
performance measures; Banker, Konstans and M ashruwala (2001) find associations between various customer and
employee-based non-financial performance measures; Campbell, Datar, Kulp and Narayanan (2008) document the link
between skills, strategy implementation, and financial performance; and Smith and Wright (2004) document a link between
product value attributes, customer loyalty, and financial performance. Bryant, Jones and Widener (2004), however, find
evidence that a measure’s outcome directly affects not only the next measure’s result but also subsequent measures’ results.

4

Note that this interpretation does not represent an entire balanced scorecard. Rather, it reflects one “path” between the
measures, consistent with a Kaplan and Norton (2001a) strategy-mapping approach to the Balanced Scorecard. We chose
not, for example, to include a direct link from the internal measure to the firm’s profit. Our primary intention is to highlight
the tension between performance measure sensitivities and costs of effort.

5

Alternatively, one can think of the three interrelated measures as net income, revenue, and cost of goods sold or as stock
price, net income, and a non-financial measure.

6

We thank Ella M ae M atsumura for suggesting this pictorial view.

7

Cost parameters are excluded from the profit function, without loss of generality.

8

Arya, Fellingham and Schroeder (2004) analyze measurement errors and production shocks to understand the use of
aggregate performance measures in a sequential production setting. They find that aggregate performance measures
outperform individual performance measures if measurement errors dominate production shocks. The authors structure the
aggregate performance measure similar to the profit measure in our model. Our primary focus is on the effects of the
interrelations between performance measures and the interactions between effort, rather than on the tradeoffs between
production shocks and measurement errors.
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b etw een profit and the customer measure. Exogenous factors, depicted by x, also impact pr o f it.

T he

non-financial customer and internal measures are defined as 9
yc ' ac % âci yi % gc , w here gc ~ N(0,óc 2), and

(2a)

yi ' ai % gi, w here gi ~ N(0,ói2).

(2b)

All error terms (i.e., gx , gc , and gi) are independent of one another. How ever, due to the interrelationship
betw een the performance measures, the performance measu r es ar e c o r r elated. We refer to the noise that
relates specifically to a performance measure as “unique noise”. We ter m all o ther noise “spillover noise.”
For example, ó c 2 is the unique noise of the customer measure while ó i2 spills over from the internal measure
into the customer measure. 10
The p r in c ip al offers the agent a contract, w, w hich depends on the three performance measures. For
tractability, and consistent w ith p r io r literature (e.g., Feltham and Xie, 1994), w e assume a linear
compensation scheme. The compensation scheme consists of a fixed s alar y c omponent, f, a profit-based
com p o n en t, and tw o components based on the customer and internal measures, respectively. The wage is
represented as
w ' f % v x x % v c yc % v i yi.

(3)

Bas ed on the compensation contract offered, the agent performs customer-related and internal-oriented
actions to maximize her expected utility. She incurs a personal cost of effort, ê (a c,a i), w hich consists of a
cost for each type of effort and an additional (reduced) cost if the efforts are substitutes (complements). The
degree of complementarity or substitutability betw een the efforts is r ep r es en ted b y ã, w here |ã| < 1. The
agent’s cost of effort is defined as
ê(ac ,ai) ' ½ (ac 2 % ai2) % ã ac ai.

(4)

9

The nature of the performance measures assumed in this paper is similar to other theoretical work. For example, Datar,
Cohen Kulp and Lambert (2001) examine tradeoffs between performance measure sensitivity, precision, and congruity,
Dikolli (2001) examines tradeoffs between sensitivity, precision, and an agent's employment horizon, while Christensen,
Feltham, Hofmann and Sabac (2004) investigate tradeoffs between timeliness and precision. The model in this paper,
however, focuses on the effect that performance measure interrelations and effort interactions (which are not explicitly
modeled in the other work) have on the contracting weights.

10

Note that we have transformed the standard agency model in which each type of effort affects one performance measure in
order to analyze how the link between performance measures, and the magnitude of this link, affect the weight placed on each
measure in the agent’s contract.

6

When ã > 0, the agent's cost of effort is higher than the case in w hich the efforts are independent. Then, the
efforts are substitutes; performing one task increases the marginal cost of performing the other task. For
complementary efforts, ã < 0, i.e., performing one task lowers the marginal cost of performing the other task.
T h e agent has a negative exponential utility function w ith an Arrow -Pratt measure of absolute ris k
aversion, r. The utility function is represented by
u(w,ac ,ai) ' !exp[!r(w ! ê(ac ,ai))].

(5)

With n o r mally distributed uncertainty and negative exponential utility, the agent’s problem can be
expressed as maximizin g th e c ertainty equivalent of the expected utility (Holmstrom and Milgrom (1987,
1994)). The certainty equivalent, w hich equals th e m ean value of compensation minus the agent’s cost of
effort and the risk premium, is expressed as
CE(w,ac ,ai) ' E[w] ! ê(ac ,ai)
! ½ r {v i2ó i2 % (v c % âxc v x )[2 âci ó i2 v i % (v c % âxc v x )(ó c 2 % âci2 ó i2)] % v x 2 ó x 2}.

(6)

The principal solves the follow ing problem

subject to

Ð ' E[x|ac ,ai] ! E[w]

(7a)

CE(w,ac ,ai) $ U, and

(7b)

ac and ai maximize CE(w,ac ,ai).

(7c)

The principal selects the incentive w eights to maximize firm profits less the agent’s w age, subject to the
agent meeting her participation and incentive compatibility constraints.

The participation constraint (7b)

ensures that the agent earns, in expectation, at leas t an amount equal to her next best alternative. Without
loss of generality, we assume that the agent’s expected w age net of effort cost in another position, U, is zero.
Finally, the agent selects customer-related and internal-oriented actions (i.e., ac and ai) to maximize her
expected utility. The incentive compatibility constraint (7c) reflects this condition.
To

foc us

o n the interrelationship betw een performance measures and the complementarity

(substitutability) of the efforts, w e concentrate on the case in w hich the interrelations betw een performance
measures are positive (i.e. âxc > 0 and âci > 0). 11 The follow ing tw o sections present the model analyses.

11

In the remainder of the paper, we note instances in which a change in the signs of these sensitivities alters the results.
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3. Contracting Implications of Interrelated Measures and Interactive Effort
3.1 Optimal Incentive Contract
Companies monitor many performance measures to evaluate both firm and managerial performance.
Often, these performance measures affect one another in a sequential manner. 12

In this section, w e

investigate h o w th e p r in cipal structures the compensation contract offered to the agent in the presence of
interrelated performance measures and interactive effort.
The principal solves the problem expressed in (7a) to (7c). The principal can select f such that the
p ar tic ipation constraint (7b) is binding. Moreover, w e solve the incentive compatibility constraints (7c) to
determine the agent’ s actions. Substituting these actions plus the fixed salary f * into the objective function,
and solving for the closed form solution to the w eights in the compensation c o ntract leads to the follow ing
proposition.
Proposition 1. The optimal w eights assigned to the performance measures in the assumed linear contract
are:
v x * ' 0,

(8a)

v c * ' D !1 âxc [1 % r (1 ! âci ã) ói2] , and

(8b)

v i* ' D !1 r âxc [(âci ! ã) ó c 2 ! âci (1 ! âci ã) ó i2] , w ith

(8c)

D ' 1 % r ó i2 % r ó c2 [1 % r (1 ! ã 2) ó i2].
Proof: All proofs are presented in the Appendix.
Given the assumption that effort only affects profit via the customer performance measure, zero w eight
is placed on profit in th e ag en t’ s c o mpensation contract. Holmstrom (1979) suggests that a performance
measure should be added to the compensation contract only if the measure offers new information regarding
the agent’s actions. Given the current model assumptions, the profit measure adds nois e to th e c ustomer
measure w ithout simultaneously adding more information. 13 Therefore, the principal uses the customer and

12

Although the performance measures may be related in a bi-directional manner, we assume unidirectional relationships.
Additionally, the measures of profit, customer actions, and internal actions may reflect measurements over multiple accounting
periods. In order to focus on the effect of the interaction rather than the time effect, we exclude time lags from the analysis.
13

The customer measure is a sufficient statistic for profit, with respect to ac and ai.

8

internal measures to induce the agent’s actions and does not place any w eight on the profit measure.
The weight on the customer m eas u re depends on the sensitivity of the profit measure to the customer
measure, the sensitivity of the customer measure to the internal measure; the complementarity/substitutability
betw een the agent’s efforts; the agent’s measure of risk aversion; and the noise in b o th th e customer and
internal measures.

The customer m eas u r e in d uces the desired amount of customer-related effort and

simultaneously induces the agent to per f orm internal-oriented effort. The weight on the internal measure is
used to adjust the agent’s internal-oriented effort either up or dow n to the desired amount. Note that the total
w eight placed o n the in ter n al measure is equivalent to the w eighting that w ould be placed on the measure
if each of the measures w ere redefined to reflect only one type of effort. 14
C o ro l la ry 1. Suppose that all sensitivities and contract weights are non-negative; Table 1 summar izes
the changes in the w eights on the individual performance measures and in the incentive ratio IR * ' v c */v i*,
given changes in the exogenous variables.
----- Insert Table 1 About Here. ----Including interactive effo r t generates comparative statics that differ from the cases studied in prior
literature. Ac c o r d in g ly , the results in Corollary 1 illustrate that the formulation of compensation contracts
requires careful consideration of the relationships betw een the measures and b etw een tasks. For example,
if efforts do not interact (i.e., ã'0), changes in the interrelation betw een the c u s tomer and internal measure
(âci) w ill not affect the weight placed on the customer measure (v c*) and increases in the interrelation betw een
profit and the customer measure (âxc ) lead to increases in the w eight placed on the customer measure. 15 As
profit becomes more sensitive to the customer effort, the principal w ill w ant to induce more customer effort

14

Because the model implicitly assumes the interrelations between the performance measures are observable, it can be
transformed into an equivalent model with separate performance measures that relate to unique efforts. Similarly, because
effort interaction is observable, the model can be transformed to include independent effort cost. Appendix B sketches the
proof for both transformations. Because our focus is on the incentive weights for performance measures that are included in
a business model, our analysis proceeds with a consideration of the untransformed model.

15

This is easily seen mathematically by inspection of v c* ; if ã ' 0, then the optimal incentive weight is independent of âci and
increasing in âxc.

9

by increasing the weight placed on the customer measure. 16 Although profit indirectly captures customer
effort, the customer measure is a more “precise” measure of this effort.
Table 1, column 2 summarizes the effects of interrelated measures and interactive effort on the w eight
placed on the customer measure. If the agent’s efforts are complements (i.e. !1 < ã < 0), the weight placed
on the custo m er m eas ure (v c *) increases w ith increases in the magnitude of the customer-internal measure
interrelation (âci) and w ith increases in the magnitude of the financial/customer measure interaction (â xc).
As these interrelations grow stronger, profits become more sensitive to both customer and internal measures
and therefore, to the agent’s efforts. When the efforts are complementary, performing one task low ers the
marginal cost of performing another task. Thus, it is more cost effective for the principal to induce the two
actions together via the customer measure; increases in these interrelations lead to an increase in the w eight
placed on the customer measure.
When efforts substitute for one another (i.e. 0 < ã < 1), increases in th e c ustomer-internal measure
interrelation (âci) reduce the w eight on the customer measure.

Again, the increase in th e interrelation

translates into profit being more sensitive to the agent’s internal effort. T h e p r incipal desires more internal
effort. How ever, the customer measure induces both types of effort, w hich is more costly (when efforts are
substitutes) than inducing internal effort separ ately u sing the internal measure. Consequently, the principal
low ers the weight placed on the customer measure.

This does not necessarily imply that the principal

increases the w eight placed o n the internal measure. The w eight on the internal measure w ill increase only
if the customer-internal measure interrelation is large or the unique internal noise is relatively small.
Interestingly, increases in the substitutability of effort can lead to either an increase o r d ec r ease in the
w eig h t placed on the customer measure. The direction of the effect depends on the magnitu d e o f th e
customer-inter n al m eas ure interrelation (âci).

If efforts are already substitutable and become more

substitutable, then w ith low in terrelation (i.e., implying profit is relatively insensitive to internal effort) the
principal w ill induce customer effort and “punish” the agent for providing increasingly costly internal effort.

16

The sensitivity of profit both to the internal measure and to internal effort equals âxcâci. Accordingly, we refer to the
sensitivity of profit to the internal measure and to internal effort analogously throughout the paper.
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In other w ords, w hen interrelations are low , increases in the cost to induce both types of effort, ã, heightens
the need for the principal to induce productive, profit-sensitive customer effort (by increasing the w eight on
the customer measure) and punishing relatively low - p r o f it g enerating internal effort (by decreasing the
w eight on the internal measure).
This intuition is con f irmed by the derivative of the weight on the internal measure w ith respect to ã.
When the internal measure in terrelation (i.e. âci) tends to zero, increases in the costs of effort will generate
decreases in the internal measure w eight.
A h ig h er customer-internal measure interrelation reflects a higher sensitivity of profit to internal effor t.
In this case the principal w an ts to induce both types of effort optimally, rather than induce customer effort
and punish internal effort. Thus, increases in the cost of effort through ã force the principal to consider the
relative im p o r tan c e o f the different efforts. At some point, the principal w ill reduce the w eight on the
customer measure to reflect a relatively greater importance of the internal effort, through â ci.
Table 1, column 3 reports the effects of interrelated measures and interactive effort on the w eight placed
on the internal measure. The internal measure weight increases, unambiguously, as the relationship betw een
profit and the customer measure increases. The increase in the sensitivity of profit to internal effort provides
an incentive for the principal to induce more internal effort from the agent. How ever, as highlighted above,
the w eight on the internal m eas u r e moves ambiguously w ith changes in the link betw een the customer and
internal measures. 17 If the efforts are substitutes and the link betw een the measures (â ci) is high or the unique
noise in th e c u s tomer measure is high, the w eight on the internal measure w ill increase.

Under such

circumstances, the principal prefers using the internal measure to motivate internal effort.
W h en p r o f it is highly sensitive to internal effort, the intuition for the effect of changes in th e
substitutability of effort on changes in the w eight on the internal measure is more complex. The comparative
static indicates that the principal must w eigh (1) the relativ e n o is e in the internal measure and its “parent,”
the customer measure; (2) the magnitude of the sensitivity of profit to the internal measure (i.e. through âci);

17

Even if âci < 0, the weight on the internal measure increases as âxc increases. In such a situation, it can be shown that efforts
must be complementary. Thus, the benefits from the complementary nature of the efforts exceed the cost that occurs due to
the negative impact of the internal measure on profit.

11

and (3) w hether the effort is substitutable or complementary. In some cases, these three effects offset each
other, causin g th e pr in c ip al to increase the w eight on the internal measure if substitutability of effort
increases and decrease the weight otherw ise.
Table 1, column 4 reports the effects of interrelated measures and interactive effort o n c h an g es in the
incentive ratio (IR *). Changes in the incentive ratio characterize how the principal adjusts the relative w eight
on the two performance measures, given changes in the ex o genous variables. While both incentive w eight
increase in the weight placed on the customer measure (âxc ), the relative w eight is n o t af f ec ted by this
increase. As this interrelation increases, profit becomes more sensitive to both customer and internal effort,
w ithout affecting the relative informativenes s o f the customer and internal measure. Thus, the incentive
w eights placed on both measures increase to the same degree, such that the relative w eight is constant.
Interestin gly, increases in the customer-internal measure interrelation can lead to either an increase or
decrease in the w eight placed on the customer measure relative to the internal measure. The direction of the
effect depends on a subtle relation of the degree of complementarity or s u b s titutability, the magnitude of
customer-internal measure interrelation, and the unique noise of the internal measure (ó i2). In general, w hile
the increase in the sensitivity of profit to internal effort provides an incentive to the principal to induce more
internal effort, for sufficient effort interactio n s it is more cost-effective to use the customer measure more
intensely as compared w ith the internal measure. How ever, given a low interrelation and a relatively n o is y
internal measure, it is mor e c o s t- effective to increase the relative w eight on the customer measure for any
degree of complementarity or substitutability.

The key to the latter result is the relative noise of the two

performance measures, and that for a low interrelation only a marginal spill-over of the internal m eas u r e’ s
noise occurs.
Finally, the w eight on th e customer measure relative to the internal measure can either increase or
decrease w ith changes in the effort interaction. For complementary and substitutable ef f o r ts, the direction
of change depends on th e c u s tomer-internal measure interrelation.

With more substitutable (less

complementary) efforts and low interrelations, the principal prefers to induce more customer effort and less
in ter n al ef f o r t, and this is achieved by increasing the w eight on the customer measure and decreasing the

12

w eight on the internal measure.
Overall, these results illustrate that changes in the (relative) w eights placed on the performance measures
depend on the relationship betw een the efforts, the s tr en g th of the links betw een the measures, and the
relative noise levels of the measures.
3.2 Forgoing the Use of Performance Measures
The w eights on the customer and internal measures in Pr o p o sition 1 can theoretically be negative. For
instance, this w ill arise if the customer measure is relatively insensitive to internal effort (i.e., âci tends to
zero).

In such a case th e principal w ill use the incentive w eights to punish the agent for performing

(unproductive) internal ef f o r t. 1 8 In a similar vein, Smith (2002) analytically derives a negative w eight on a
customer satisfaction measure. He argues that in practice, a firm might choose to contract only on profit in
such instances. In practical terms, it is difficult for contract designers to operationalize negative w eights in
incentive contracts. Consistent with th is view and for ease of presentation, w e assume the w eights on the
customer and internal measures are non-negative in the follow ing corollaries.
Proposition 1 implies that th er e are ranges in w hich the customer measure or the internal measure will
not be used in the contract (i.e., the v c* or v i* w eight is equal to or less than zero). Corollar ies 2, 3, and 4
identify these ranges.
Corollary 2. Assuming all sen s itivities and contract w eights are non-negative, the customer measure is
not used w hen:
ã $ (âcirói2) !1 (1 % rói2).

(9)

Given the non-negative assumption regarding the sensitivity to internal-oriented effort (i.e., âci), this
condition never holds if the efforts are complementary. Therefore, w ith complementary efforts, the customer
measure w ill alw ays be used. The customer measure is ignored w hen the effo r ts are substitutable, and the
degree of substitutability exceeds the above r atio. The substitutability of efforts results in a larger marginal
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A natural question here is: if the principal does not want internal effort, why not simply place a zero weight on the internal
measure? Theoretically, by providing an effective disincentive to the agent through a negative weight on the internal
measure, the principal is able to infer more about the productive customer effort (because customer and internal efforts are
intrinsically sensitive to each other through ã) than would be the case if the principal relied on the customer measure alone.
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cost of inducing both efforts rather than inducing only one effort.

When the efforts beco m e “too”

substitutable, it is n o lo nger advantageous to induce both tasks; the cost exceeds the gain derived from
customer-related effort. Consequently, the principal does not weight the customer measure, induces only
internal-oriented effort, and earns profit based on the flow -through of this effort.
Corollary 3. Assumin g all sensitivities and contract weights are non-negative, the principal does not
p lac e an y w eight on the internal measure, beyond that placed on it through v c , w hen the follow in g
condition holds:
ã $ (óc 2 ! âci2ói2) !1 âci (óc 2 ! ói2).

(10)

When this condition holds, the principal prefers to us e an ag g r egate measure that reflects both efforts
rather than using the customer and internal measures separately, even if the tasks are substitutes. He w eights
the internal measure the same as the customer measure multiplied by the sensitivity of the customer measure
to the internal measure. Note that this conditio n c an hold w hen the efforts are either complementary or
substitutable.
The range in w hich the internal measure is not used depends on the relative noise in the tw o measures.
If the unique noise in the in ternal measure is high relative to the unique noise in the customer measure and
the sensitivity of the customer measure to the intern al m eas u r e ( â ci) is low , the principal w ill refrain from
imposing more risk on the agent and use only the customer measure.
We often observe contracts that w eight aggregate measures and “ignore” disaggregate measures (similar
to this) in practice. For example, companies often base compensation on a percentage of profits. By doing
so, they implicitly link compensation to a percentage of revenues less the same percentage of costs.
Consequently, placing w eight on the aggregate measure will induce the correct allocation of efforts.
When tw o differ en t types of efforts are related, the cost of performing one task affects the cost of
performing the other task. For example, if two tasks are complements, performing one task reduces the
m ar g inal cost of performing the other task.

Consequently, inducing the first task via an agg r eg ate

performance measure w ill also induce some of the second task. At some point, the spillover ef f ect w ill
eliminate the demand for a separate performance measure of the second type of effort.
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This elimination of the demand for a separate performance measure arises independent of the quality of
the performan c e m easures available. Thus, a “good” performance measure (e.g. high signal-to-noise ratio)
of, for example, internal effort may be driven o u t b y a “b ad” (e.g. low signal-to-noise ratio) performance
measure of customer effort, because the principal w ants to induce customer effort. 19
Corollary 4. Assumin g all sensitivities and contract w eights are non-negative, the principal places a
combined w eight of zero on the internal measure and gives no incentive for the internal action w hen the
follow ing holds:
ã $ (róc 2) !1 âci (1 % róc 2).

(11)

The above condition identifies a range in w hich the principal does not desire any internal oriented effort.
The right-hand side of the expression in (11) is alw ays positive, w hich implies that ã must be positive for the
condition to hold. This in turn implies that for (11) to hold the efforts must be substitutes. The intuition here
is that for a sufficiently high level of substitutes (i.e., sufficiently high ã), motivating both tasks is too costly
for the principal. Thus, he only motivates the task of customer-oriented effort. Additionally, the larger â ci is,
th e less likely (11) w ill hold. If a high â ci causes (11) to not hold and yet efforts are substitu tab le, th e
principal w ill still motivate both tasks. Finally, internal-oriented effort is alw ays induced if efforts are
complem entary, since performing one task low ers the agent’s marginal cost of performing another; the
principal alw ays prefers the agent to perform both tasks (assuming that they both positively im p ac t profit).
In summary, these results imply that the way in w hich efforts interact w ill directly affect how interrelated
measures are included in incentive contracts. These effects are distinctly different from sensitivity, precision,
an d c o n g ruity effects found in prior research on contractible performance measures in multi-task setting s .
Thus, w hile the notion of contracting on relativ ely more precise and sensitive performance measures that
ultimately map into profit seems appealing, the contract should be carefully design ed to ac c o unt for the
interactions betw een the performance measures and betw een the agent’s tasks.

19

To illustrate, consider the case in which the noise in the internal measure is close to zero. Even when âci is relatively low, the
signal-to-noise ratio of the internal measure will be high, implying that the internal measure is a “good” performance
measure. Yet, if ã is significantly larger than âci, Corollary 3 suggests that the “good” internal measure will be ignored,
irrespective of how “bad” is the signal-to-noise ratio of the customer measure.
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4. Profit Implications of Interrelated Measures and Interactive Effort
In this section, w e examine the profit impact of contracting on interrelated performance measures in the
presence of interactive effort. We aim to understand the conditions under w hich contracting on functionally
related measures leads to incrementally profitable outcomes.
We first substitute the incentive w eights from equations (8a), (8b), and (8c) into the principal’s objective
function to generate a profit function comprised of only exogenous parameters. 20 We then take the derivative
of the profit function w ith respect to the parameters that represent the interrelationship betw een i) the profit
and customer measures (i.e., âxc ) and ii) the customer and internal measures (i.e., â ci). We analyze the results
for both the complementary efforts and the substitute efforts separately.
Complementary effort arises w here performing one type of effort reduces the marginal cost of performing
an alternative type of effort. We define complementary effort formally as the cases w here !1 < ã < 0.

This

definition implies that the o v er all cost of effort incurred by (and payable to) the agent is low er than w ould
be incurred if the efforts w ere independent.
Taking the derivative of profit each w ith respect to âxc and âci, respectively, gives the follow ing r esults:
MÐ/Mâxc ' (1!ã 2) !1D !1 âxc [1! 2 ã âci % âci2 % r ((âci!ã) 2 óc 2 % (1!âciã) 2 ói2)] > 0,

(12a)

MÐ/Mâci ' (1!ã 2) !1D !1 âxc 2 [(âci!ã)(1 % r óc 2) ! r ã (1!âciã) ói2].

(12b)

Analyzing these results leads to the follow ing Proposition.
Pro position 2. With complementary effort (i.e., !1 < ã < 0), any increase (decrease) in the given
performance measure interrelation (i.e., â xc or â ci) w ill lead to an increase (decrease) in the profit of the
firm.
Proposition 2 suggests that if efforts are complementary, the more s ensitive the aggregate performance
measures are to subordinate performance measures, the higher will be the profits of the firm. By assumption,
higher sensitivities betw een the performance measures translate into greater profit effects and complementary
efforts translate into a low er cost. These tw o effects both positively impact profits.
If efforts are substitutable and the agent selects one type of effort, the cost of selecting the other type of

20

A statement of the profit net of effort cost is provided in the proof to Proposition 2.
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effort is marginally higher. The agent incurs additional costs to achieve the o p tim al levels of effort, given
that both effor ts ar e d es ired. Formally, substitutable efforts correspond to the cases w here 0 < ã < 1.
Applying this restriction to equations (12a) an d ( 12b), it is clear that there exist conditions under w hich
profits may decrease as the interrelations increase.

These conditions are highlighted in the follow ing

proposition.
Proposition 3. An increase in the interrelation betw een th e c u s to m er and internal measure w ill lead to
a decrease in firm profits, if effort is substitutable (i.e., 0 < ã < 1) and â ci < â(ã),

w here â(ã) =

.

Co n tr ar y to standard intuition, Proposition 3 indicates that an increase in the sensitivity betw een the
customer and internal performance measures may decrease profits, given substitutable efforts. For example,
profits w ill decreas e if the customer-internal measure interrelation is rather low . Increases in the sensitivity
b etw een p er f ormance measures alone lead to higher firm profits. How ever, the high cost associated w ith
inducing both efforts simultaneously exceeds the profit increase. Consequently, overall profits decline.
------ Insert Figure 2 About Here. -----In Figure 2, w e plot the relationship betw een the firm’s profits and the interrelation betw een the customer
and the internal measures (âci). For illustration purposes w e assume parameters of ã ' ½; x '0; âxc ' r ' ó j
' 1, j ' i, c. 21 Note that for values w here âci < â(ã) ' 2/3, the effect of interactive effort on the cost of effort
outw eighs the benefit from contracting on a relatively more precise performance measure that is functionally
related to the p r o f its o f th e firm. Accordingly, profits are decreasing in â ci w hen this condition holds.
Conversely, w hen âci > â(ã) (i. e. , w here âci > 2/3), profits are increasing in the interrelation betw een the
customer measure and the internal measure. In this range, the benefits from contr acting on a more precise
disaggregate performance measure and inducing a more pr o f itable action outweigh any incremental costs
from the effort interaction.

21

The results and intuition generalize to other parameter values.
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It is clear from Propositions 2 and 3 that this paper’s key results center on the case of substitute efforts.
It is under conditions where substitute efforts play a dominant role that the principal may find it in her best
interests to reduce the emphasis placed on disaggregate performance measure regardless of the properties
(i.e., sensitivity, precision, and congruence) of that measure. Assigning substitute tasks to employees is not
uncommon. For example, managers or supervisors are often responsible for customer service as w ell as for
( 1 ) monitoring theft by either employees or customers, (2) training other employees, or

(3)

supervising/implementing physical changes to the logistics and presentation of the retail en v ir o n m ent.
Additionally , m anagers responsible for both customer satisfaction and employee satisfaction may encounter
substitutable effort choices. A manager can conveniently keep an employee satisfied by devoting significant
attention to coaching, mentoring, and demonstrating w ays for subordinates to improve th eir performance.
How ever, the ability of the manager to simultaneously attend to customers maybe compromised.
Overall, these results illustrate th at while incorporating interrelated performance measures into incentive
contracts can often increase firm profits, there are conditions u n d er w hich such contracting translates into
low er profits. Before firm management writes contracts for its employees, they must carefully evaluate how
the performan c e m etrics relate to one another (i.e., functional relationships) and the types of tasks that the
employee is expected to perform (i.e., complements, substitutes, or independent).

5. Conclusion
It is common to find both performance measures and managerial tasks that interact w ith o n e an o th er.
The outcome of tw o different measures is often functionally related. Additionally , m an agers’ actions may
be complements or substitutes for one another. Both types of interactions affect the incremental information
learned from the various performance measures, the risk placed on the manager throu gh her employment
contract and thus, the compensation contract offered to the manager. Some measures, such as profit, appear
informative and are commonly used in compensation contracts.

How ever, given the links betw een

perfor m an ce measures and the firm’s beliefs about which performance measures the employee directly
impacts, the profit measure may not be useful in contracting.
In this paper, w e in v estigate the effect of interrelated performance measures and effort interactions on
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the compensation contract offered to the agent, independent of standard sensitiv ity, precision and congruity
effects. We use a simplified principal-agent LEN model to focus on these effects. The findings indicate that
the nature of these interrelationships an d in ter ac tions affect the w eights placed on the various measures in
the assumed linear contract. In particular, these effects can change the magn itude of optimal w eights used
and w heth er or not a performance measure, w hich is informative about effort, w ill be used in the contract,
independent of the sensitivity, precision, or congruity of the measures.
Mo r eover, w e find that under certain conditions increases in performance measure interrelations th at
(ceteris paribus) translate into increased profits, can in fact lead to reductions in pr o f it if, at the same time,
the agent performs different types of substitutable efforts. Changes in the performance measure interrelations
generate changes in the w orker’s effort allocation betw een d ifferent activities. If the tasks are substitutes,
a ch an g e in th e employee’s effort allocation may lead to higher effort costs and therefore higher expected
compensation costs. If the additional compensation co s ts o u tw eigh the profit increases from the higher
sensitivities, total profits w ill be reduced. Thus, if a firm’s contract designers intend to change incentive
w eights based on changes in interrelations betw een perfo r m an c e measures, they must simultaneously
consider the relationship betw een the agent’s tasks.
Future research can f u r th er analyze and extend the model in this paper. We observe many companies
th at add the individual performance metrics together and w eight this sum in the compensation contract. I t
may be possible to expand the current analysis to investigate conditions und er w h ic h this simplified
w eighting scheme leads to the same level of profits as the incentive scheme currently studied. Additionally,
there is often a non- linear relationship betw een performance measures. For example, increased customer
s atisfaction may not increase profit while declines in customer satisfaction (below a threshold) significantly
harm the firm’s profits.

The model can b e ex ten d ed to analyze the implication of such non-linear

relationships betw een performance measures.
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Table 1
Comparative Statics of Optimal Incentive Weights
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Parameter j

Mv x */Mj

Mv c */Mj

Mv i*/Mj

MIR */Mj

âxc

'0

>0

>0

'0

âci

'0

> 0 if ã < 0

> 0 if ã > ã l1

> 0 if ã ó [ã l2,ã h]

ã

'0

> 0 if âci < âh1

> 0 if âci > âh2

> 0 if âci < âh3

w here:22
âxc , âci, and ã are defined as in Figure 1,
âh1 / [1 % rói2 % róc 2 (1 % r (1 % ã 2)ói2)] !12 ã róc 2 (1 % rói2),
âh2 is the âci > 0 that solves (âci2ó i2 ! ó c 2)[1 % ró i2 % ró c 2 (1 % r (1 % ã 2)ó i2)] % 2 ã âci r2ó c 2ó i2 (ó c 2 ! ó i2) ' 0,
âh3 / ([(1 % ró i2) ó c2] / [(1 % ró c2) ó i2]) ½,
ã l1 / ½ âci!1 (ói2 ! óc 2) / ói2, and
ã l2 and ã h solve ó i2 [r ã (ó c2 % âci2ó i2) ! âci (1 % ró i2)] 2 ' (1 % ró i2) [(1 % ró c2)â ci2ó i2 % ró c2 (ó c2 ! ó i2)].

22

See the proof to Corollary 1 for the derivation of the expressions representing the cutoff values.
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Figure 1: Pictorial View of Model

Where:
ã

/ magnitude of interaction betw een customer and internal effort

âxc / magnitude of relation betw een profit and customer measure
âci / magnitude of relation betw een customer and internal measure
f

/ fixed salary

vx

/ incentive w eight on profit measure

vc

/ incentive w eight on customer measure

vi

/ incentive w eight on internal measure

w

/ agent’s w age

ê(ai,ac ) / agent’s cost of effort
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Figure 2: Graphical Illustration of Proposition 3

This graphs represents a plot of the relationship betw een firm profits (i.e., Ð *) and the interrelation
betw een the customer measure and internal measure (i.e., âci), assuming the follow ing parameters: ã ' ½;
x ' 0; âxc ' r ' ój ' 1, j ' i, c.

22

Appendix A:
Proof of Propositions
Proof of Proposition 1
The agent’s certainty equivalent expands to:
CE(w,ac ai) ' f % (v x âxc % v c )(ac % âciai) % v i ai ! (½ ac 2 % ½ ai2 % ã ac ai)
! ½ r {v i2ó i2 % (v c % âxc v x )[2 âci ó i2 v i % (v c % âxc v x )(ó c 2 % âci2 ó i2)] % v x 2 ó x 2}.

(A.1)

The first-order conditions on the agent’s actions ai and ac are:
!ai ! ã ac % v i % âciv c % âxc âciv x ' 0, and

(A.2a)

!ã ai ! ac % v c % â xc v x ' 0.

(A.2b)

Solving these equations for ai and a c gives:
ai* ' (1 ! ã 2) !1 [v i % (v c % âxc v x )(âci ! ã)], and

(A.3a)

ac * ' (1 ! ã 2) !1[!ã v i % (v c % âxc v x )(1 ! âci ã)].

(A.3b)

Substituting the solutions for ai* and a c * in to the objective function, taking first order conditions of the
objective function w ith respect to v x , v c , and v i, respectively, and solving sim u ltan eo u s equations gives the
w eights placed on the performance measures, as presented in equations (8a), (8b), and (8c).
The total w eight placed on the internal measure is:
v i* % âci v c * ' D !1 âxc [âci % r (âci ! ã) ó c 2].

(A.4)


Proof of Corollary 1
Take the derivatives of each of the absolute w eights w ith respect to the exogenous parameters. First,
Mv c */Mâxc ' D !1 [1 % r (1 ! âci ã) ó i2].

(A.5)

Since |ã| < 1, the denominator is positive. With positive incen tiv e w eights (in particular, v c * >0), the
numerator is positive.
Mv c */Mâci ' !D !1 ã âxc rói2.

(A.6)

Similar to equation (A.5), the denominator is p o sitive. Consequently, if ã is negative, the derivative will
be positive.
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Mv c */Mã ' !D 2 r âxc ó i2 {!2 ã ró c 2 (1 % ró i2) % âci [1 % ró i2 % ró c 2 (1 % r (1 % ã 2)ó i2)]}.

(A.7)

In equation ( A. 7 ) the denominator is positive. Consequently, if the numerator is negative, the derivative
w ill be positive. This occurs w hen
âci < âh1 / [1 % ró i2 % ró c2 (1 % r (1 % ã 2)ó i2)] !12 ã ró c 2 (1 % ró i2).
Mv i*/Mâxc ' D !1 r [(âci ! ã) ó c 2 ! âci (1 ! âci ã) ó i2].

(A.8)

The denominator in equation (A.8) is positive. With positive incentive w eights (in particular, v i* >0), the
numerator is positive.
Mv i*/Mâci ' D !1 r âxc [ó c 2 ! (1 ! 2 âci ã) ó i2].

(A.9)

The derivative is positive if the numerator is positive. This is the case if
ã > ã l1 / ½ âci!1 (ói2 ! óc 2) / ói2.
Mv i*/Mã ' D!2râxc {(âci2ó i2 ! ó c2)[1 % ró i2 % ró c2 (1 % r (1 % ã 2)ó i2)] % 2 ã âci r2ó c2ó i2 (ó c2 ! ó i2)}.

(A.10)

While âci ' 0 yields Mv i*/Mã < 0, Mv i*/Mã > 0 if âci sufficiently positive. Setting the expression in curly brackets
equal to zero and solving for â ci yields â h2. Thus, Mv i*/Mã > 0 if â ci > â h2.
The incentive ratio is given by
IR * /

'

.

MIR */Mâxc ' 0.

(A.12)

MIR */Mâci '

.

Assuming positive incentive w eights, the denominator is positive. Therefore, the sign of (A.13) depends on
the sign of the numerator. Rearranging the condition for a positive numerator yields
ó i2 [r ã (ó c 2 % âci2ó i2) ! âci (1 % ró i2)] 2 > (1 % ró i2) [(1 % ró c2)âci2ó i2 % ró c 2 (óc 2 ! ói2)].

(A.14)

First, assume that the right hand side of (A.14) is positive. Setting the left han d side equal to the right
hand side and solving for ã yields ã l2 and ã h. Then, (A.14) is true for ã ó [ã l2,ã h]. Note, h o w ever, that the
upper and low er borders of the interval can take on values that are absolutely larger or equal to one, and that
the interval can be empty, i.e., the numerator is positive for any |ã| < 1. The latter result follow s, e.g., if the
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right hand side of (A.14) is negative, w hich is the case if ó i > ó c and âci sufficiently small.
MIR */Mã '

.

Similar to (A.13), assuming positive incentive w eights, the denominator is positive.

T h e n u m er ator is

positive if âci is sufficiently small. In particular, the numerator is positive if
âci < âh3 / ([(1 % ró i2) ó c 2] / [(1 % ró c 2) ó i2]) ½.



Proof of Corollary 2
The weight on the c us to m er measure will be zero or negative when the numerator of (8b) is non-positive.
Assuming that all parameters are nonzero, this occurs w hen 1 % r (1 ! âci ã) ói2 # 0. Solving for ã, this occurs
w hen ã $ (âciró i2) !1(1 % rói2).



Proof of Corollary 3
The weight on the internal measure alone is zer o o r n egativ e w hen the numerator of (8c) is non-positive.
This occurs w hen ã $ (ó c 2 ! âci2ó i2) !1 âci (ó c 2 ! ó i2).



Proof of Corollary 4
The internal-oriented task is not motivated w hen the combined w eight on the internal and customer measure
is zero or negative. This occurs w hen v i* % â ci v c* # 0. From (A.4), the denominator of this sum is positive.
Setting the numerator smaller than or equal to zero and solving for ã gives
ã $ (róc 2) !1 âci (1 % róc 2).



Proof of Proposition 2
The p r in c ip al’ s net payoff will be the gross profits derived by the firm minus the expected w age payable.
Assuming the agent’s participation constraint binds, the expected w age payable is equal to the costs of effort
plus the risk premium payable to the agen t.

Af ter substituting optimal effort levels and incentive w eights,

the net payoff reduces to the follow ing expression:
Ð * ' x % ½ (1!ã 2) !1D !1 âxc 2 [1! 2 ã âci % âci2 % r ((âci!ã) 2 óc 2 % (1!âciã) 2 ói2)].

(A.16)

Taking the derivative of the above equation w ith respect to âxc and âci (separately) generates (12a) and (12b).
First, the derivative in (12a) is positive. Next, apply the as sumption that !1 < ã < 0 to (12b) and note that
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this expression becomes unambiguously non-negative.



Proof of Proposition 3
Setting âci ' 0 in (12b) yields MÐ*/Mâ ci < 0 f o r an y 0 < ã < 1. On the other hand, the numerator in (12b)
increases in âci. In particular, the numerator is positive (yielding MÐ */Mâci > 0) if
âci > â /

.

Hence, for âci < â and 0 < ã < 1, MÐ */Mâci < 0.
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Appendix B
Transformation of the Model
(A)

Equivalent Model with Separate Performance Measures Relating to Unique Efforts
The interrelated performance measures can be redefined to eliminate the interaction. For example, let
xN ' x ! âxc yc ,

(B.1a)

yc N ' yc ! âci yi, and

(B.1b)

yiN ' yi.

(B.1c)

T h e agent’s contract in terms of the adapted measures is w ' f % õx xN % õc yc N % õi yiN. Similar to th e
procedure described in the proof to Proposition 1, w e can solve for the optimal incentive rates given the
adapted measures. Alternatively, substituting the definition of the adapted measures, i.e., (B.1a), (B.1b), and
(B.1c), into the agent’s contract, and rearranging yields
w ' f % õx x % (õc ! âxc õx ) yc % (õi ! â ci õc ) yi.
Piecew ise comparison yields the follow ing conditions for an equivalent contract:
õx ' v x ,

(B.2a)

õc ! âxc õx ' v c , and

(B.2b)

õi ! âci õc ' v i.

(B.2c)

Since an op tim al c o n tract implies v x* ' 0, the incentive weights for the adapted customer and internal
measures are equivalent to the incentive w eights for the original measures (i.e., õc * ' v c * and õi* ' v i*).
(B) Equivalent Model with Independent Effort Costs
We redefin e the effort levels to eliminate the interaction and express the principal’s decision problem
in terms of the redefined tasks. For example,
ei ' ë ai % ½ ã / ë ac and

(B.3a)

ec ' ½ ã / ë a i % ë a c .

(B.3b)

The agent’s cost of effort in the redefined tasks is ê(ec,ei) ' ½ (ec2 % ei2), i.e., no interaction exists for the
redefined tasks. Substituting (B.3a) and (B.3b), and simplifying yields
ê(ac ,ai) ' 1/8 (ã 2 % 4 ë4) / ë2 (ac 2 % ai2) % ã ac ai.
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In particular, ê(ac ,ai) ' ½ (ac 2 % ai2) % ã ac ai, if, e.g., ë ' ë / (½ [1 % (1 ! ã 2) ½]) ½. Note that ã ' 0 results in
ë ' 1, such that ej ' aj, j ' i,c.
Solving (B.3a) and (B.3b) for ac and ai yields
ai ' (4 ë4 ! ã 2) !1 2 (2 ë3 ei ! ã ë ec ) and

(B.4a)

ac ' (4 ë4 ! ã 2) !1 2 (2 ë3 ec ! ã ë ei).

(B.4b)

Substituting (B.4a) and (B.4b) into (2a) and (2b) yields performance measures in terms of the redefined
tasks, i.e.,
yc O ' (4 ë4 ! ã 2) !1 2 (2 ë3 ec ! ã ë ei) % âci yi % gc , w here gc ~ N(0,óc 2), and

(B.5a)

yiO ' (4 ë4 ! ã 2) !1 2 (2 ë3 ei ! ã ë ec ) % gi, w here gi ~ N(0,ó i2).

(B.5b)

Similar to th e p r o cedure described in the proof to Proposition 1, w e can now solve for the optimal
incentive rates given the redefined tasks ((B.3a) and (B.3b)) with independent effort costs (i.e., for ë ' ë) and
using adapted measures ((B.5a) and (B.5b)). Hence, interactive effort essentially has a similar effect as using
adapted aggregate performance measures, w here the degree of interaction ( ã ) af f ec ts the sensitivity of the
adapted measures to each action.
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